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The aim of this study was to investigate whether or not ninth grade students in 
high school have the ability to comprehend garden-path sentences, and at the same 
time get an insight into how their unconscious knowledge of linguistic structure 
above the level of the word works. A part of a test previously used on 
undergraduate students at an American University was therefore used on four 
Swedish students at a local high school. The result data was analysed and the 
research questions was to some extent answered, but the investigation also showed 
that the study performed was to small too draw any general conclusions from.   
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Sometimes in everyday language we encounter sentences in or out of context that make us re-

read them again just to be sure that we have read them correctly, one can find examples in 

street signs that are telling us what and what not to do, in headlines, in newspaper and on 

internet forums. Usually sentences are not meant to be open to interpretation but still end up 

being misunderstood, ridiculed, questioned or laughed at. Here are a few contemporary 

examples, a construction sign: “Notice! No naked lights”, where the word naked is ambiguous 

and not normally found in this context, a street sign: “S.T.D. Central Flea Market”, acronym 

with dual meaning, one of them is the name of the company arranging the flea market, and the 

other is a short form for sexually transmitted decease. Finally another example is an acronym, 

a headline in a newspaper: “Wisconsin Tourism Federation changes name to avoid acronym”. 

According to the newspaper the organisation had to change their name because of what the 

acronym stands for today, which for those not up to date with contemporary youth slang 

means, what the f-word. The ambiguity of certain nouns, verbs etc, makes this possible, and is 

therefore used by linguists to construct sentences made specifically to trick the human mind, 

Garden-path Sentences are a great example of this. For example the sentence [1]The old man 

the boat. Some might start to think that the sentence must have a syntax error or that 

something else is wrong. The only thing that can positively be interpreted is that it involves an 

old man and a boat, but the reader should  not worry-  it is only a trip up the garden path. In 

this particular case the old is the subject of the sentence and not the adjective to the word 

man, so in other words the sentence actually reads as The old steer the boat. 

Wray and Blommer (2006) describe a Garden-path Sentence (henceforth GPS) as a 

sentence with misleading construction and the problems people encounter when trying to 

interpret them as grammatical depends on what decoding strategy they have. Wray states that 

the brain usually seems to interpret the verb form in a sentence before reaching the end of the 

said sentence, which is not possible when interpreting GPSs. For example [2]The ball 

bounced past the window burst were the verb is read as simple past but can only be 

understood if it is read as past participle The ball that bounced past the window burst. If the 

sentence is being read with bounced in simple past, hence choosing bounced as the verb form 

in the sentence, another trip up the garden path has been made. Instead the whole first part 

The ball bounced past the window should have been read as a noun phrase and burst as the 

verb phrase. 
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In making use of a psycholinguistic methodological advance to understanding GPSs, an 

attempt will be made to distinguish what and where the problems are and when the problem 

appears when someone reads a GPS. Usually when we read a sentence that is confusing or 

ambiguous, it is because it contains a word or a word group which appears to be compatible 

with more than one structural analysis, and this would not happen if the reader of a sentence 

waited with the interpretation until s/he had heard or read the entire sentence. However 

because we try to process the sentences as we perceive them word by word, we are led 'up the 

garden path' (Fröjmark 2005). 

This study will examine how high school students comprehend GPSs. The first part 

deals with the psycholinguistic framework that tries to explain how the human mind works. 

The second part deals with the abstract knowledge of grammatical structures involved in 

interpreting GPSs, and what linguistic knowledge and structural understanding one needs to 

have acquired before it is even possible to understand them. The third and last part focuses on 

the ambiguous outlook of some GPSs and how it interlinks with the grammar part of the term 

paper. 

 

1.1 Aim and research questions 

The aim of this study is to investigate whether or not students in the ninth grade have the 

capability to comprehend GPSs. The term paper will move on to consider if the students 

manage to successfully decrypt the sentences into fully understandable Swedish, and at the 

same time acquire an insight into how their unconscious knowledge of linguistic structure 

above the level of the word works. 

 

1.2 Previous research on Garden-path Sentences 

Christiansson (2001) published a research paper which deals with specific problems regarding 

GPS. Christiansson states that “it is generally assumed either that people completely repair 

their initial incorrect syntactic representation to yield a final interpretation whose syntactic 

structure is fully consistent with the input string or that the parse fails” (Christiansson 2001). 

In this study, Christiansson makes an effort to explore the possibility to prove that this is not 

the case and that partial reanalyses takes place when you encounter a GPS. 

In Christiansson’s experiment 3a, which is the same as the one that was used for this 

term paper, they investigated the phenomenon of “incomplete reanalysis using a unique class 

of verbs such as bathe. These verbs are traditionally referred to as semi-reflexive 
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verbs…”(Christiansson 2001), or verbs where the reflexive pronoun may be omitted with 

little or no change of meaning. 

The following sentence from Appendix 1 is a good example of this: [3]While Jim bathed 

the child that was blond and pudgy giggled with delight. In this sentence the child  is initially 

treated as the object of Jim bathed because the verb “bathe” may be more frequently transitive 

than intransitive and the sentence “lacks” a comma. Several linguistic cues in the sentence 

point to a transitive analysis should be used, but this must be undone when the error signal 

from giggled is encountered. 

Christiansson (2001) states that it is also assumed that if a sentence is an easy garden 

path, people fully reanalyze that said sentence, e.g. The man hunted the deer paced in the zoo, 

but if it is a difficult garden path as in [3] it is assumed that some initial phrasal mistake is 

done but also recognized; the problem lies in whether recovery is hindered or prevented 

because of syntactical limitations. However the assumptions do not stop at this: for example if 

a person evaluates a GPS as ungrammatical or requires an extremely long time to process the 

GPS then Christiansson states that it is likely that no interpretation will ever be reached, or at 

least no more than a guess based on the information the reader received from the combination 

of words and phrase meaning.  

 

1.3 Psycholinguistics 

When trying to describe what parts are central in breaking the codes of GPSs, we have to 

analyze several different fields and areas. The Psycholinguistics is one sub-discipline which 

concentrates on how the human brain works when trying to interpret such a complex 

sentence. “The psycholinguistics or psychology of language deals with the psychological and 

neurobiological factors that enable humans to acquire, use, comprehend and produce 

language. Psycholinguistics covers the cognitive processes that make it possible to generate a 

grammatical and meaningful sentence out of vocabulary and grammatical structures, as well 

as the processes that make it possible to understand utterances, words, text, etc” (Wikipedia 

2011). Caron’s (1992) definition is quite similar “We can define psycholinguistics as the 

experimental study of the psychological processes through which a human subject acquires 

and implements the system of a natural language”. The only difference between Caron’s 

definition of GPSs and the former compared to the latter is that the sentences are not a natural 

spoken language but rather meant to be constructed in writing by linguists. 
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1.3.1 Development in psycholinguistic research 

Caron writes about the past history of psycholinguistics and states that it was not until 1951, 

after a seminar involving a group of psychologist and linguists held at Cornell University, that 

the discipline of psycholinguistics could come together. Two years later a joint study was 

released for the first time by a linguist and a psychologist. An interdisciplinary study was 

developed, they gave the field of psycholinguistics its name and proposed a vast research 

program. The next stage in the evolution of psycholinguistics happened a few years later 

when Chomsky (1957) published a major contribution to 20th Century linguistics. The work 

grew very popular in psycholinguist circles, and in the 1960’s, generative and 

transformational grammar became the biggest part of the works produced in 

psycholinguistics. In Chomsky’s description of language it is considered as “a finite set of 

formal rules which makes it possible to produce all the correct sentences of the language, and 

only these. Such a set of rules constitutes a generative grammar” (Caron 1992).  

 

Chomsky (1965) published a revision of his earlier work, where he provided a new version of 

his model. During the 1970’s psycholinguists started to react against the dominant generative 

grammar. The followers broke into two camps and focused on different angles. On one hand 

some of them wanted to promote performance strategies, which concern the process linked to 

production and comprehension. On the other hand some of them wanted to peruse ideas that 

did not have a definite linguistic theory behind it. Modern day linguists are leaning more and 

more towards an increasing integration with cognitive psychology, but they are also realizing 

that the approach to language needs to be expanded from Chomsky’s theory and semantic 

aspects to a more pragmatic aspect view on language (Caron 1992).  

 

1.3.2 How language works 

What is the key behind the ability for human beings to convey a meaning in a sentence? 

Pinker (1994) points to two different things in order to convey meaning in a sentence and they 

are associated with two European scholars who lived during the nineteenth century. The first 

concept was addressed by the Swiss linguist Ferdinand de Saussure, and is called the 

arbitrariness of the sign, or the paring of a sound with a meaning, for example; “the word dog 

does not look like a dog, walk like a dog or bark like a dog, but never the less it means dog 

just the same” (Pinker 1994). The only way this could work is if every English language 

speaker has “undergone an identical act of rote learning[…]that links the sound to the 

meaning” (Pinker 1994). The benefits we can reap from these standardized memorizations are 
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that every member of this language has the ability to convey “a concept from mind to mind 

virtually instantaneously” (Pinker 1994). 

The second term Pinker mentions was coined by Wilhelm Von Humboldt. He wrote that 

language makes infinite use of finite media. Pinker continues with a statement and writes that 

we use “a code to translate between orders of words and combination of thoughts. That code, 

or set of rules is called a generative grammar” (Pinker 1994). 

Pinker mentions that the way language works, “[…]is that each person’s brain contains 

a lexicon of words and the concepts they stand for (a mental dictionary) and a set of rules that 

combine the words to convey relationships among concepts (a mental grammar)” (Pinker 

1994).  

A sentence is an elementary way of communicating a combination of words following 

certain rules and tries to express a specific meaning. Caron (1992) writes that “The way words 

are combined to form sentences obeys a set of rules which constitute the syntax of a 

language” (Caron 1992). He also writes that because of this all speakers of a certain language 

know implicitly the syntax of that said language that they speak. The speakers are able to 

produce and comprehend sentences that follow these rules. They can also know if a sentence 

is well formed (Caron 1992). It is important to know that these rules only apply for L1 

speakers. A L2 learner do not posses this ‘innate’ ability.  

A natural language grammar is meant to specify how words may be combined in order 

to express meaning. This specification is completely independent of the meaning being 

transferred from A to B or the other way around. Because of this not all sentences that make 

sense are automatically grammatically correct (Pinker 1994).  

 

1.4 Grammar 

The problem with Garden-path Sentences is that they are language specific and very special 

because of the way that they are actually constructed by a linguist, and are almost never found 

either in authentic spoken or in written English and are very hard to find in any corpus 

(consisting of authentic language samples). Generative grammar is concerned exclusively 

with the syntactic form of sentences, distinguishing between acceptable and meaningful. For 

example GPSs may be acceptable in the same way as Chomsky’s famous invented example 

Colorless green ideas sleep furiously, but they are not used. They are just there to either test 

and/or show that grammar is not always as simple as one thinks. 

When trying to understand the grammar behind GPSs one first has to understand the 

basics of syntax. First of all, one needs to be familiar with the system of clausal elements in 
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the English language. One could say that Garden-path Sentences are a comprehension test of 

the ability to read a sentence and pick out the clausal units (or main and dependent clause) in 

that sentence. It is known that a subject in a phrase can be almost the whole phrase in a 

sentence [4]The stupid dog who tried to get under the fence got stuck or [5]The tiny old lady 

who broke her leg recovered, and that it can consist of more than one word or as Estling-

Vannestål puts it “[a] clause element is a string of words that fulfils a grammatical function in 

a particular clause and can not be identified in isolation…it can either consist of a 

grammatical phrase or a whole clause” (Estling-Vannestål 2007:46). 

Secondly, one needs to know that “[a] subject comes before the first verb in a 

statement...” (Estling-Vannestål 2007:64) The subject is what the clause is all about, who or 

what is doing something to someone, or who or what is in a certain state of being. One also 

needs to know that a normal sentence contains a subject, a verb and an optional object or S-V-

(O), and that it usually starts with a noun phrase. The noun phrase can consist of a single noun 

or pronoun, but if the head in the sentence is a noun it is often expanded by determiners, pre-

modifiers, and/or post-modifiers. 

Thirdly one has to have a basic knowledge and understanding of the grammar involved 

in interpreting these sentences. There are different ways to approach a sentence from a 

grammatical point of view, for example generative grammar which is associated with 

“inventing” sentences to illustrate various grammatical points. 

 
“generative grammar is to represent the relationship between linguistic features and the innate ability of 

human beings to master language. It is assumed that that people have an innate system of rules[…]on the basis 

that human languages are so complex that learning them from scratch is beyond our capability and that we must 

therefore have some special predisposition. Some of the rules are universal in that all human beings possess 

them, while others are language specific” 

      (Hewings and Hewings 2006). 

 

1.4.1 Syntax 

When one is studying the comprehension of GPSs, one needs to have a reasonably clear 

understanding of the language component syntax. Brinton (2000) states that syntax comes 

from the Greek word ‘suntassein’ which mean to put in order, and he goes on explaining that 

“[s]yntax is the study of the order and arrangement of words into larger units, as well as the 

relationships holding between elements in these hierarchical units. It studies the structure 

types of sentences, of clauses, and of phrases. Syntax is an extensive and complex area of 

language” (Brinton 2000) but the complexity is there for a reason, because our thoughts are 
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even more complex, and we are limited to a way of communicating that can only produce one 

word at a time. Thus from this we can assume that a general knowledge of syntax gives us a 

clue to the order and arrangement in a sentence and how the words connect.  

 

1.4.2 Function words 

An important part of grammar which can explain the problems encountered when dealing 

with GPSs is what Pinker calls function words. Function words include “articles the, a, some, 

pronouns he, she, the possessive marker ‘s, meaningless prepositions like of, word that 

introduce complements like that and to, and conjunctions like and and or” (Pinker 1994:118). 

Pinker writes that function words are bits of crystallized grammar, and that the mind treats 

function words differently from content words, which are nouns, verbs and adjectives. New 

content words are constantly added but with function words this is not the case. One could say 

that function words are similar to a closed word class. As with writing headlines and sending 

telegrams, writers tend to leave out function words, and hoping that the receiver could 

restructure the sentence from the order of the content words. The only problem with this is 

that function words are the most reliable clues to the phrase structure of a sentence. Thus 

when reading the following headlines from the press one might be confused or misinterpret 

them, [6] New Housing For Elderly Not Yet Dead and [7] Chinese Apeman Dated. These 

sentences show clear resemblance with GPSs since they can be ambiguous.  

 

1.5 Ambiguity  

If a sentence is ambiguous it can have more than one meaning, but there are more than one 

type of ambiguity. The first one is when a word can be interpreted in more than one way: The 

intruder planted a bug. The bug can be interpreted as either a real bug or a small microphone. 

This is called lexical ambiguity because it is the result of one of the words having more than 

one possible meaning. 

The second type of ambiguity is when the sentence is syntactically ambiguous. The 

syntax or grammar can be understood in more than one way: put the cupcakes in the box in 

the living room. This sentence can be read as the cupcakes are to be places in the box placed 

in the living room, or that the cupcakes that are already in the box are to be placed in the 

living room. 

With this in mind Barry (1998) gives an example of a sentence that can be interpreted in 

more than one way, Visiting relatives can be fun. She writes that there are two completely 

different meanings we can give to this sentence. Usually “[w]e are not always conscious of 
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ambiguity in our normal use of language because we are so adept at choosing the 

interpretation that fits the context and discarding the others” (Barry 1998:130). However the 

sentence can be interpreted in two ways. The sentence can either be interpreted as visiting is 

an adjective modifying relatives and therefore the whole noun phrase visiting relatives is the 

subject of the sentence. On the other hand one can also interpret the sentence as visiting being 

a gerund, relatives an object and therefore the whole gerundive phrase is a subject in the 

sentence. Being able to understand this is crucial to the deciphering of Garden-path 

Sentences. 

 

 

Sentence 

Noun 
phrase 

Verb 
phrase 

Noun 
phrase

Visiting 
adj 

can be 
verb 

fun 
adverb

relatives 
noun 

Or 

Sentence 

Gerundive 
phrase 

Noun Verb phrase
phrase

  
Visiting relatives 

noun 
can be fun 

gerund 

 

A GPS is not meant to be ambiguous. The ambiguity in some of the GPSs happens 

because of both the use of more frequently transitive verbs as intransitive and the loss of 

function words. At first appearance they seem to be grammatically wrong but are completely 

correct grammatically. Thus, when one is to understand what a GPS is one has to understand 

why these sentences are so hard to comprehend. 

Pinker (1994) writes about two examples of ambiguity he finds interesting, for example 

the sentence where a single word can give the sentence two different meanings; for example 

[8]Child's Stool Is Great for Use in Garden, were the word stool has two clear meanings. 

However there are also the example of were the whole sentence has two complete different 

meanings [9]I once shoot an elephant in my pajamas. How he got into my pajamas I'll never 

know. The two interpretations in a sentence come from the different ways in which the words 

can be joined up in a tree Pinker says (Pinker 1994). 
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1.6 Summary 

To summarize this long chapter, we have learned that certain words can have more than one 

meaning and function in a sentence. This ambiguity of words makes it possible for a linguist 

to construct special sentences called GPSs. These sentences test the abstract knowledge of 

grammatical structures involved in interpreting GPSs. The previous research made in this 

field by Christiansson tells us also about the effect of a word being transitive, intransitive or 

both and how this aids linguists when constructing GPSs. Furthermore the psycholinguistic 

background tells us more about why a linguist finds this so interesting and why there was a 

new field of science created that deals just with this. It is also worth acknowledging in the 

introduction, that a GPS or any of this uncertainty would be impossible if the interpreter of a 

sentence waited with the interpretation until s/he had heard or read the entire sentence in its 

full length. However because we try to process the sentences as we perceive them word by 

word, we are led syntactically 'up the garden path'. 
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2. METHOD 
2.1 Material 

The study was performed at a local high school on two (2) boys and two (2) girls, the test 

subjects were chosen by a random generator from http://www.random.org/.  The test was 

choosen from Christiansson’s study (2001) and their experiment 3a was used, see Appendix 

1. After the students were chosen, a room was prepped where the test could be performed. 

The window blinds were closed so the test subjects did not get visible distractions. The 

lighting was set to a comfortable level and the table was put at a suitable location in the room 

where the students were to perform the test. One or two examples was shown and briefly 

explained. The task was to try to comprehend the sentence and translate them into Swedish. A 

stopwatch was used to record the time between the first sentence was shown and the student 

signals that s/he was done. Each sentence was accompanied with a control question in the 

same way used by Christiansson (2001).  

 

2.2 Method 

Four students were used in this study performed with a highly controlled test. A short 

introduction to the subject was given. The purpose of the study was explained. Twelve 

different sentences were to be translated into Swedish. The time-trialled test with twelve 

GPSs was held and the sentences were translated into Swedish at their best ability. The study 

is far too small to draw general conclusions, but it gives an idea in which way the arrow of the 

compass is pointing. 

In the test a control question accompanied every sentence; the students only had to 

answer yes or no to this question. The reason for using a control question at the end of every 

sentence was that it was also used in the test performed at Massachusetts University by 

Christiansson (2001), and that it also sees to test if the students are really sure of their answer. 

Another method could have been to use a graded line from 1-5 which indicated how sure they 

were at their answer, or perhaps both. 

The study uses a quantitative research method. “Quantitative research involves counting 

and measuring of events and performing the statistical analysis of a body of numerical data” 

(Smith 1988).  The reason for choosing this approach was that when dealing with 

psycholinguistic research one needs to manage the environment where the test is being 

performed, and by choosing this form of research method one has a chance to monitor all the 

external factors that could affect the test, for example light, sounds, heat, etc. By controlling 
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as much as possible when conducting a test one sets the standard higher and by that also 

enables a higher validity and reliability, and ensuring that the test actually measures what it is 

supposed to measure. 

 

2.3 Problems and limitations 

The problems that arose in the process of making this term paper were all related to the 

difficulties in finding students to participate in the study. Every year in late fall and late spring 

when the grades are about to be set, teachers usually do not want any interference in their 

teaching or removal of students during class. The procedure and material were discussed with 

the tutor before hand, but in the aftermath of the study, the number of students was too few, 

and maybe should a couple more have been selected in order to have had a chance to 

generalize the results. 

During the test the students had a chance to have some of the words they did not 

understand explained. This may have affected the outcome, but the test was not a vocabulary 

proficiency test and it seems unlikely that it could have helped them in any way. 

When conducting a test with students in high school, it is the norm that one shows 

ethical consideration and removes the names of the test subjects. It is also the norm to 

disclose where the students come from and where they attend school. It is also a norm that 

one give the students pseudonyms or in this case they will be called S1M, S2M, S3F and S4F. 

Kvale writes: “Confidentiality in research implies that private data identifying the subjects 

will not be reported […] The protection of subjects’ privacy by changing their names and 

identifying features is an important issue in the reporting of interviews” (Kvale1996). It is 

also normal procedure that if students under the age of fifteen are used, parental consent is 

normally needed, but in this case all the student are above that age and the consent is therefore 

not required (Vetenskapsrådet 2002). 
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3.RESULTS 
The results obtained in the study will be presented here in full, with comments and a diagram 

that gives an overview on how long each sentence took to  be translated by every student. 

Keep in mind that not all sentences were translated correctly and not all sentences were 

translated by all the students. Three of them only made six translations. Roughly 50 per cent 

of the sentences were translated correctly. All the questions can be found in Appendix 1 and 

all the questions was taken from a previous study performed by Christiansson (2001) 

Diagram 1 describes the time measured on each question for the four students. Please note 

that the time intervals in the diagram were not split into even 30 second intervals. 

 

 

Sentence 1 

Student code GPS and Swedish translation 

S1M While Jim bathed the child that was blond and pudgy giggled with 

delight 

 Medans Jim badade barnet som var blond och tjockt fnittrade med 

lättnad. 

Comment: Student 1 takes the bait and never fully reanalyses the sentence, and the 

translation makes no sense in Swedish. 

 

Student code GPS and Swedish translation 

S2F While Jim bathed the child that was blond and pudgy giggled with 

delight 

 Medan Jim badade barnet som var blont och knubbigt skrattade behagat 

Comment: Student 2 also takes the bait and never fully reanalyses the sentence, and the 

translation is poor. 
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Student code GPS and Swedish translation 

S3M While Jim bathed the child that was blond and pudgy giggled with 

delight 

 Under tiden Jim badade fnissade barnet som var blont och knubbigt av 

glädje 

Comment: Student 3 cracks the code instantly after a slow start, and he makes a good 

translation of the sentence into fully understandable Swedish. 

 

Student code GPS and Swedish translation 

S4F While Jim bathed the child that was blond and pudgy giggled with 

delight 

 När Jim badade, fnissade det blonda, knubbiga barnet av glädje 

Comment: Student 4 also makes a great translation of the GPS into Swedish and manages to 

crack the code in her first try. 

 

Sentence 2 

Student code GPS and Swedish translation 

S1M While the chimps groomed the baboons that were large and hairy sat in 

the grass  

 Medans chimpanserna ansade babianerna som var stora och håriga 

som satt i gräset. 

Comment: Student 1 never stops to reread his sentence and therefore never understands that 

his translation is corrupt.  

 

Student code GPS and Swedish translation 

S2F While the chimps groomed the baboons that were large and hairy sat in 

the grass  

 Medan schimpanserna ansade babianernas päls som var stora och 

håriga satt i gräset. 

Comment: Student 2 starts so realize that her first translation of sentence 1 did not sound 

right in Swedish and starts to question her current translation but continues and makes the 

same mistake. 
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Student code GPS and Swedish translation 

S3M While the chimps groomed the baboons that were large and hairy sat in 

the grass  

 Medan chimpanserna ansade satt babianerna som var stora och håriga i 

gräset 

Comment: Student 3 starts to speed up in his translations. He also sees the pattern that the 

sentences are similar in shape and built. 

 

Student code GPS and Swedish translation 

S4F While the chimps groomed the baboons that were large and hairy sat in 

the grass  

 Medans shimpanserna ansade, så satt de stora, håriga babianerna i 

gräset. 

Comment: Student 4 takes a little bit longer time in her translations but is still doing it right 

 

Sentence 3 

Student code GPS and Swedish translation 

S1M While Frank dried off the car that was red and shiny sat in the driveway 

 Medans Frank torkade av den röda och glimmriga bilen som stog i 

avfarten 

Comment: Here student 1 makes a really poor translation into Swedish, I also asked him if he 

wanted help with some of the words that he thought was difficult but declined all help. 

 

Student code GPS and Swedish translation 

S2M While Frank dried off the car that was red and shiny sat in the driveway 

 Frank torkade av bilen som var röd och skinande när den stod på 

uppfarten 

Comment: Student 2 tries another approach to the translation and adds an extra pronoun in 

the end to make the Swedish make sense. This translation also took the longest because of 

her unwillingness to write poor Swedish. It seems that the demand for an object to the verb is 

so strong that it hinders her from making a correct translation. 
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Student code GPS and Swedish translation 

S3F While Frank dried off the car that was red and shiny sat in the driveway 

 Medan Frank torkade stod bilen som var röd och glänsande på 

uppfarten 

Comment: Student 3 fails to put a comma between “torkade” and “stod”, otherwise it is 

perfect. 

 

Student code GPS and Swedish translation 

S4M While Frank dried off the car that was red and shiny sat in the driveway 

 Medans Frank torkade så stod bilen som var röd och blank på 

uppfarten. 

Comment: Student 4 makes really good translations into Swedish in a short time, but she 

keeps persisting that it is called “medans” and not “medan”, which is used in informal 

spoken Swedish but not in any types of written Swedish. 

 

Sentence 4 

Student code GPS and Swedish translation 

S1M While Betty woke up the neighbor that was old and cranky coughed 

loudly 

 

 Medans Betty väckte grannen som var gammal och sur höstade hon högt 

Comment: Something happened consciously or unconsciously in student 1’s brain between 

sentence 3 and sentence 4. He begins to use an extra pronoun “hon” to make the Swedish 

translation make sense.  

 

Student code GPS and Swedish translation 

S2F While Betty woke up the neighbor that was old and cranky coughed 

loudly 

 När Betty väckte grannen som var gammal och grinig hostade hon högt. 

Comment: Student 2 continues to add an extra pronoun which makes her satisfied with the 

translation but it is still a poor translation. 
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Student code GPS and Swedish translation 

S3M While Betty woke up the neighbor that was old and cranky coughed 

loudly 

 Medan Betty vaknade hostade grannen som var gammal och sur högt. 

Comment: Student 3 needs to insert a comma and then the sentence is perfect 

 

Student code GPS and Swedish translation 

S4F While Betty woke up the neighbor that was old and cranky coughed 

loudly 

 Medans Betty vaknade, hostade den gamla, tjuriga grannen högt 

Comment: Student 4 forgets to insert an “och” between gamla, and tjuriga, but can just as 

well be omitted. 

 

Sentence 5 

Student code GPS and Swedish translation 

S1M While the thief hid the jewelry that was elegant and expensive sparkled 

brightly  

 Medans tjuven gömde juvelen som var elegant och dyr och glittrade 

starkt 

Comment: Student 1 is now so sure with his translations that he does not think twice about 

what he is really writing. 

 

Student code GPS and Swedish translation 

S2F While the thief hid the jewelry that was elegant and expensive sparkled 

brightly  

 Juvelerna som tjuven gömde var eleganta och dyra och glittrade starkt. 

Comment: Student 2 tries so hard to make the translations sound right in Swedish but still 

falls in the trap and is led up the garden path. 
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Student code GPS and Swedish translation 

S3M While the thief hid the jewelry that was elegant and expensive sparkled 

brightly  

 Medan tjuven gömde sig gnistrade smyckena som var eleganta och dyra 

ljust 

Comment: Maybe another synonym than ”ljust” should have been chosen but otherwise it is 

perfect. 

 

Student code GPS and Swedish translation 

S4F While the thief hid the jewelry that was elegant and expensive sparkled 

brightly  

 Medans tjuven gömde sig, glänste de dyra, eleganta smyckena starkt 

Comment: Student 4 rather use a comma after “dyra”, than the correct “och” 

 

Sentence 6 

Student code GPS and Swedish translation 

S1M While Anna dressed the baby that was small and cute spit up on the bed 

 Medans Anna klädde på babyn som var liten och söt spydde den på 

sängen 

Comment: The fastest incorrect translation, but student 1 now persists with adding an extra 

pronoun to make the Swedish translation make sense.  

 

Student code GPS and Swedish translation 

S2F While Anna dressed the baby that was small and cute spit up on the bed 

 Bäbisen som var liten och gullig spydde på sängen medan Anna klädde 

på den 

Comment: Student 2 is really close with her translation here and she hesitated a long time 

before she wrote”den” in the end of the sentence. 

 

Student code GPS and Swedish translation 

S3M While Anna dressed the baby that was small and cute spit up on the bed 

 Medan Anna klädde på sig kräktes babyn som var liten och söt i sängen 

Comment: Student 3 makes a good Swedish translation. 
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Student code GPS and Swedish translation 

S4F While Anna dressed the baby that was small and cute spit up on the bed 

 Medans Anna klädde på sig spottade bebisen som var liten och söt upp 

på sängen. 

Comment: The only sentence student 4 makes that is not as correct as the other translations 

she made, because of her translation of “spit up” to “spottade upp”, “kräktes” would have 

been a more appropriate translation.  

 

Sentence 7 

Student code GPS and Swedish translation 

S1M While the boy washed the dog that was white and furry barked loudly 

 Medans pojken tvättade hunden som var vit och hårig så skällde den 

högt 

Comment: Student 1 still insists on using a second pronoun at the end for the Swedish 

translation to make sense 

. 

Sentence 8 

Student code GPS and Swedish translation 

S1M While the jockey settled down the horse that was sleek and brown stood 

in the stall  

 Medans jocken lugnade ner hästen som var glimrande och brun stog den 

i stallet 

Comment: Same as sentence 7 but with a few spelling errors as well 

 

Sentence 9 

Student code GPS and Swedish translation 

S1M While the mother undressed the baby that was bald and helpless cried 

softly 

 Medans mamman klädde av babyn som var skallig och hjälplös grät den 

lite 

Comment: Same as sentence 7 and 8 
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Sentence 10 

Student code GPS and Swedish translation 

S1M While the nurse shaved the patient that was tired and weak watched TV 

 Medans sjuksköterskan rakade patienten som var trött och svag tittade 

han på TV. 

Comment: Same as sentence 7,8 and 9 

 

Sentence 11 

Student code GPS and Swedish translation 

S1M While the girl scratched the cat that was gray and white stared at the dog 

 Medans tjejen kliade katten som var grå och vit stirade han på hunden 

Comment: Student 1 still makes the same translation mistakes as before. 

 

Sentence 12 

Student code GPS and Swedish translation 

S1M While the mother calmed down the children that were tired and irritable 

sat on the bed 

 Medans modern luggade ned barnen som var trötta och irriterade satt 

dom på sängen. 

Comment: Sentences 4 to 12 were written in a very short time, during which student 1 never 

stops to reread or reanalyze his sentences.  

 

Only the first student finished all twelve questions. The other three had their test cut short 

because of insufficient time. 

 

Number of correct control questions 

S1M – 1/12 

S2F – 0/6 

S3M – 6/6 

S4F – 6/6 
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3.1 Comments explained 

The most common mistake made by the students when translating the sentences was spelling 

mistakes. The second most common mistake was that we can see a small void in their 

English-Swedish vocabulary. They just do not know all the words in the sentences. For 

example they all asked what groomed and pudgy meant. However if these problems are 

overlooked and the focus is on their skill in reanalysing the sentences, the struggle with when 

a word can be either transitive or intransitive was what made them fail in the end. 

Halfway through the test S1M discovered that his Swedish translations were faulty and 

decided to add an extra pronoun in the Swedish translation that does not exist in the English 

sentence. This was obviously an attempt to reanalyse and repair his bad translations. Beyond 

this it is hard to make any general assumptions about what is and what is not. The results can 

only be interpreted to a certain point. 
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4.DISCUSSION 
The aim of this study was to investigate whether or not pupils in the ninth grade have the 

capability to comprehend GPSs and/or if they have an unconscious knowledge of how 

language syntax works. There was also an aim to see if pupils could manage to successfully 

decrypt twelve sentences into fully understandable Swedish. The term paper could not as set 

out in the beginning examine if the grammar teaching in high school is adequate or not, 

because after the preliminary work the focus shifted direction and this aim was excluded. 

 

4.1 Discussion 

The results collected at a local high school have to some extent answered the research 

questions of this term paper, but the limited material makes it hard to draw any general 

conclusions or to generalize that this information could be applied on other high school 

students in Sweden. Furthermore is it hard to tell if the grammar teaching provided in school 

is adequate enough, but it is obvious that some students can translate GPSs from English to 

Swedish without hesitation.  

So if we first ask ourselves, do students in the ninth grade have unconscious awareness 

of linguistic structure and capability to comprehend Garden-path sentences? The answer to 

that question is that some students have reached that level of unconscious awareness of 

linguistic structure and some have not. For example student S1M translation of sentence 1: 

 

[10]While Jim bathed the child that was blond and pudgy giggled with delight 

[10]S1M – Medans Jim badade barnet som var blond och tjockt fnittrade med  

lättnad. 

This is a really poor translation, and makes no sense. Whilst student S4F made an excellent 

translation of the same sentence: 

[11]While Jim bathed the child that was blond and pudgy giggled with delight 

[11]S4F – När Jim badade, fnissade det blonda, knubbiga barnet av glädje 

Some fifteen year old students clearly have the capability and have developed the train of 

thought that they need to do a full reanalysis, when they encounter a sentence of this sort. 

This corresponds to the tests and results found by Christianson (2001). In their test 

group, which consisted exclusively of all native speaking undergraduate students, only 65 per 

cent managed to get the sentences right. The only difference was the number of students 
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participating. Christianson used eight (8) students for this particular test and only four (4) 

where used here. 

The only way to explain it from a psycholinguistic point of view is that every 

“…person’s brain contains a lexicon of words and the concepts they stand for…and a set of 

rules that combine the words to convey relationships among concepts (a mental grammar)” 

(Pinker 1994). This lexicon of words and the set of rules that form a mental grammar are 

obviously different from student to student because of what they have put into their rucksack 

previously.  The many factors that have to be taken into consideration make every student 

unique. The only thing that combines them are the teaching they have all received in school. 

That is a common factor. 

According to Pinker (1994) and Von Humbolt students need a developed “[…] code to 

translate between orders of words and combination of thoughts” And it is this same  mental 

grammar that needs to have evolved to a higher learning level in order to comprehend that 

even if some verbs are primarily transitive they can also exist in an intransitive form, the 

interesting thing is to see that some students have understood this. 

The verbs in the GPS “may be more frequently transitive than intransitive and the 

sentences in the test lacks a comma. Several things in the sentence points to the use of a 

transitive analysis, but this must be undone when the error signal from the second verb is 

encountered” (Christiansson 2001). It is obvious that some students have a unconscious 

knowledge and receives that error signal when they encounter the second verb and some 

obviously do not encounter that error signal.  

Caron writes that “The way words are combined to form sentences obeys a set of rules 

which constitute the syntax of a language” He also writes that because of this all speakers of a 

certain language know implicitly the syntax of that said language that they speak. The 

speakers are able to produce and comprehend sentences that follow these rules. They can also 

know if a sentence is well formed (Caron 1992). S1M and S2F do not seem to have this innate 

ability of a L2 language, while S3M and S4F do, but at some point S1M discovered that his 

sentence did not make sense and his brain automatically adapted his thinking and corrected 

his sentence probably without even knowing that he did. For example 

[12]6.While Anna dressed the baby that was small and cute spit up on the bed 

[12]S1M – Medans Anna klädde på babyn som var liten och söt spydde den på 

sängen. 

Compared to his earlier sentences this sentence actually makes sense even if his translation is 

made in an incorrect way. 
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One also needs to know as stated before that a normal sentence usually contains a 

subject, a verb and an optional object or S-V-(O). The information that objects may be 

optional may be what is lacking in the grammar being taught in high schools. Maybe the S-V-

(O) is being taught with such a quick pace that students do not get it and believe that all 

subjects have a verb and all verbs must have an object. 

[13]While the nurse shaved the patient that was tired and weak watched TV 

[13]S1M – Medans sjuksköterskan rakade patienten som var trött och svag tittade han 

på TV. 

 

It is debatable if S1M has ever learned this in school, but because of his frequent use of the 

verb with an object and the lack of reanalysis, a conclusion might be made that this rule 

eluded him. The same thing applies for S2F also. 

 

5.CONCLUSION 
In conclusion, the GPSs used and tested here are harder and more challenging because of their 

plausibility. For example The man hunted the deer ran into the forest, which is very plausible 

compared to an implausible sentences like The man hunted the deer paced in the zoo. The 

difference in how the GPSs are made makes them either manageable or not. 

This study has shown that some students in the ninth grade in high school have an 

/un/conscious ability and an /un/conscious awareness of linguistic structure which gives them 

an advantage into the understanding of GPSs. Some of them manage to make an acceptable 

translation into Swedish and fully reanalyse the sentences presented in front of them. Some of 

them fall into the trap and are led 'up the garden path', but to believe that all of them would be 

able to make acceptable translations is too much to ask of ninth grade students. Not even the 

English teachers at the high school where the test was performed managed to understand the 

GPSs correctly. 

 The results showed that the most common mistakes made in the translations were 

spelling errors and this due to a lack in their English-Swedish vocabulary. It also showed that 

the problems involved with these specific GPSs, was also the thing that S1M and S2F found 

the most difficult. When they tried to analyse the sentences they ran into the obstacle with 

whether or nor a verb, in this case, is transitive or intransitive. Hence the /re/analysis of the 

sentences failed, which is exactly what Christiansson (2001) stated in his study as well, “it is 

likely that no interpretation ever will be reached, or at least no more than a guess based on the 
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information the reader received from the combination of words and phrase meaning” 

(Christiansson 2001). However it is also important to mention that S3M and S4F made their 

six translations correct without hesitation. 

 Some of the problems related to this term paper were to find students who were able to 

participate in the study. A possibility would be to visit schools considerably earlier during the 

semester, depending on where in the process the work with the term paper has reached. 

Another possibility would be if the tutor planed for the term paper to start at the beginning of 

the semester. To be able to see what could have been done better or different after a project, is 

a crucial part of the work. In hindsight it would have been better to mix the GPSs from 

Christiansson (2001) in test 3a with those in test 1, 2 and 3b and not solely have chosen those 

in test 3a, in order to have some material to make comparisons from.    

As mentioned before in the methodology, the procedure and material were discussed 

with the tutor beforehand, but in the aftermath of the study, the number of students was too 

few, and maybe should a couple more have been selected in order to have had a chance to 

generalize the results, but when time is short and the selection is scarce nothing else could 

have been done to this. 

The students had a chance during the test to have some words explained if they did not 

understand them. This could have affected the test but it seems unlikely because without the 

help they would not have even been able to do an incorrect translation. 

 How is it possible to expand and do further research in this area? It takes a great deal of 

time if one wants to conduct tests on students in schools close to where one lives, but the 

potential in this field is enormous.  
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Appendix 1 
 
Questions 
 
1. While Jim bathed the child that was blond and pudgy giggled with delight 
Did Jim bathe the child? 
 
2. While the chimps groomed the baboons that were large and hairy sat in the grass 
Did the chimps groom the baboons? 
 
3. While Frank dried off the car that was red and shiny sat in the driveway 
Did Frank dry off the car? 
 
4. While Betty woke up the neighbor that was old and cranky coughed loudly 
Did Betty wake up the neighbor? 
 
5. While the thief hid the jewelry that was elegant and expensive sparkled brightly 
Did the thief hide the jewelry? 
 
6. While Anna dressed the baby that was small and cute spit up on the bed 
Did Anna dress the baby? 
 
7. While the boy washed the dog that was white and furry barked loudly 
Did the boy wash the dog? 
 
8. While the jockey settled down the horse that was sleek and brown stood in the stall 
Did the jockey settle down the horse? 
 
9. While the mother undressed the baby that was bald and helpless cried softly 
Did the mother undress the baby? 
 
10. While the nurse shaved the patient that was tired and weak watched TV 
Did the nurse shave the patient? 
 
11. While the girl scratched the cat that was gray and white stared at the dog 
Did the girl scratch the cat? 
 
12. While the mother calmed down the children that were tired and irritable sat on the bed 
Did the mother calm down the children? 
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Appendix 2 
 
Answer sheet to questions 1-12 
 
1.The child that was blond and pudgy giggled with delight while Jim bathed 
 
2.The baboons that were large and hairy sat in the grass while the chimps groomed 
 
3.The car that was red and shiny sat in the driveway while Frank dried off 
 
4.The neighbor that was old and cranky coughed loudly while Betty woke up 
 
5.The jewelry that was elegant and expensive sparkled brightly while the thief hid 
 
6.The baby that was small and cute spit up on the bed while Anna dressed 
 
7.The dog that was white and furry barked loudly while the boy washed 
 
8.The horse that was sleek and brown stood in the stall while the jockey settled down 
 
9.The baby that was bald and helpless cried softly while the mother undressed 
 
10.The patient that was tired and weak watched TV while the nurse shaved 
 
11.The cat that was gray and white stared at the dog while the girl scratched 
 
12.The children that were tired and irritable sat on the bed while the mother calmed down 
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